Prime Minister
MESSAGE

I am pleased to learn about the centenary celebrations of The Associated Chambers of Commerce & Industry of India (ASSOCHAM). The initiative to bring out a Coffee Table Book to mark the occasion is a thoughtful one.

Our entrepreneurs are the harbingers of India’s economic growth. We want every sector to grow speedily, expand on a larger scale and create more employment opportunities.

Our Government remains firmly committed to all-round and all-inclusive development. Over 1400 laws have been repealed. Remarkable improvement in our country’s ease of doing business is a result of our collective efforts. From bank accounts to access to affordable pensions and insurance, we are strongly focussed on financial inclusion. Economic reforms are taking place at an unprecedented speed which has unleashed new economic opportunities. The present is changing rapidly and a ‘New India’ is taking shape. The role of institutions such as ASSOCHAM assumes a critical importance in such a scenario.

As ASSOCHAM celebrates the 100th year of its existence, it must take pride in its achievements, but not remain contented and draw inspiration from the occasion to chart out a futuristic, visionary roadmap to enhance its contribution in the nation’s economic growth.

Greetings and best wishes to everyone associated with ASSOCHAM in its centennial journey. May the institution script greater success for itself and enhance its contribution to nation-building in the years to come. I am sure that the centenary celebrations and the publication of the Coffee Table Book will be a remarkable success.
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